Tribal Church Planter Profile
New Tribes Mission surveyed over 100 tribal church planting veterans to design a tribal church
planter profile with a top of the line training program which results in a missionary effort that would not
only understand the “what “ and “why “ of church planting but the “how” as well. Excellent
overview insights emerged from this conference, and the results follow in this article.
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by-pass the Bible Institute phase of
the NTM training. Other categories are
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For a detailed analysis (Version 1
[14 pages] or Version 2 [225 pages]) of
the tribal church planter profile, contact the Training Coordinating Committee at <tcc@ntm.org> for further
information. NTM is currently redesigning their training program, using
the tribal church planter profile as the
basis for training objectives. It is
anticipated that the full redesign will
take several years to complete.
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Table 1: Tribal Church Planter Profile
New Tribes Mission

QUALITIES: Each quality category is described as the church planter’s RELATIONSHIP to. . .

Table 1: Tribal Church Planter Profile
New Tribes Mission

CAPABILITIES: Each capabilities category is described as the church planter’s RELATIONSHIP to. . .

